NAKIPO Provides a solution for living in the shadow of pandemic, such as COVID-19.
With the return to routine, there is a need to give the public a sense of security with real,
objective tools, such as body temperature measurement and disinfection procedures.
Together, we shall be able to return to a clean, safe life routine.

Automatic temperature measurement

Temperature measurement system

Quick disinfection

Manual disinfection

Automatic measurement of temperature
while walking; may be used to measure the
temperature of many people simultaneously,
without resulting in their standing and
congregating.

vs.

May be performed during pedestrian traffic.
Covers the entire body, from top of head to
soles of feet. The disinfection process does
not wet the body or clothing.

Use of a manual gun for temperature
measurement; capable of measuring only
one person at a time. This is a slow process,
causing people to stand and congregate.

Special track

There is no solution for people with fever

Cloud platform

No big data

People with a high body temperature shall
not be allowed to pass, and shall be directed
to a special track.

People’s data are completed in a second:
Temperature, date, time, location, path,
and personal details.
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The disinfection process is time consuming
and requires waiting in line; hence, it is not
possible to achieve full coverage disinfection.
The disinfectant shall be absorbed in the
person’s body and in the clothing.
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It is easy for people to infect each other.

People’s data are difficult to summarize,
analyze; analysis, warning and monitoring.

36.6°

FALCON

Advanced temperature
measurement and face
recognition system
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8” display system including an advanced
infrared camera for non-contact temperature
measurement and face recognition.
A variety of advanced uses and functions
for control and supervision
Various options for fixed or portable installation
On existing gate/wall | on a table mount | on a
portable mount | hand held
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Display: 8 inch LCD screen with IPS panel
Design: Technological appearance; water and dust proof
Supports face recognition and comparison to database while wearing mask
Speed: Face recognition and temperature measurement in less that1
second with the measured person moving, at accuracy level of 98%
Cameras: Industrial binocular wide dynamic camera, night infrared and
LED dual fill light
Processor: 4 core standard Rockchip RK3288. Option of 6 or 8 core processor.
Accuracy level of temperature measurement - ±0.1°
Support and automatic alarm for abnormal body temperature.
Option of exporting measurement results in real time
Supports peripheral equipment such as: ID card reader, fingerprint reader,
IC card reader,
QR code reader, etc.
Supports system level: APPoffline level, APP + background network level
multiple API docking, and complete documentation
Option of recording and compacting data
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Technical specification
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COMMUNITY

OFFICE BUILDING

May be used as a stand-alone unit
as an attendance tracking system,
or visitor management system;
Suitable for commercial centers,
office buildings, industrial plants,
construction sites, and attendance
taking at businesses.
SCHOOL

STATION

May be used with access
gates and access control.
Suited for use in office buildings,
closed communities, transport
hubs, hotels, restaurants, buses
and other public services.
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FALCON
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Camera

Resolution
Type
Focal distance
White balance

200W pixels
Binocular wide dynamic camera
50-150 cm
Automatically

Screen

Size
Resolution

8.0 inch LCD IPS panel
800×1280

Processor

CPU
RAM

RK3288 quad-core
EMMC 8G

Accessories

Fill light

LEDand IR dual fill light

Interface

Network module
Audio
USB interface
Serial interface
Signal output
Wiegand interface
Upgrade button
Wired network interface

Supports Ethernet and WIFI
Supports 2.5W/4R speakers
1*USB OTG/1*USB HOST Standard A
1*RS232
One door open signal output
One Wiegand 26/34 output, one Wiegand 26/34 input
Supports Uboot
Ethernet socket 1*RJ45

Function

Face detection
Supports face library
1:N face recognition
1:1 face comparison
Stranger detection
Distance identification
configuration
UI interface configuration
Remote device upgrade
Device interface
Deployment method

Supports detection and tracking of multiple people
simultaneously
Up to 30,000 items
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Includes equipment management, personnel/photo
management, record queries, etc.
Supports public cloud deployment, privatized
deployment, and LANuse
Stand-alone use

Infrared thermal
imaging module

Body temperature detection
Temperature detection distance
Temperature measurement
accuracy
Temperature measurement range
Thermal field of view
Normal temperature release
Over-temperature alarm

Support
1M
≤ ±0.1°
10°~42°
32 x 32°
Support
Support (definable setpoint for body temperature
alarm)

General parameters

Protection class
Power supply
Operating temperature
Storage temperature
Power consumption
Equipment dimensions
Weight

IP65
DC12V±10%
-10°c~60°c
-20°c~60°c
13.5 W (max.)
238.24*128*25 (mm)
1.45 kg
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